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Abstract

A novel design methodology for rotors is presented, which enables inverse blade design based on a predefined

radial bound circulation distribution, either according to a wind turbine regime (repeller) or a propeller regime.

The methodology comprises a pair of algorithms for design and off-design computations that employ the vortex

filament method (VFM) amid a combination of a prescribed wake model and lifting line theory (LLT). Particle

image velocimetry (PIV) measurements are performed on exemplary rotor designs to validate the theoretically

predicted circulation distributions. Experimental results are discussed under consideration of an extended VFM

model containing a decambering correction and the conventional blade element momentum theory (BEMT) as a

reference model. The methodology has applications in the design and analysis of rotors with a certain load

distribution to enable the systematic modification of the local magnitude of the shedding vortex sheet in the rotor

wake.
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NOMENCLATURE

Formula symbols

a axial induction coefficient -

a′ tangential induction coefficient -

B number of blades -

c local chord length m

Cd drag coefficient -

Cl lift coefficient -

Cn normal force coefficient -

Ct tangential force coefficient -

h helical pitch m

l torsional parameter m

Q torque N m

�er, �eθ, �ez basis vectors (cylindrical) m

R rotor radius m

s rotational direction parameter -

t regime parameter -

T thrust N

ui induced velocity m s�1

uiR induced velocity rotor plane m s�1

U0 free stream velocity m s�1

α angle of incidence rad

Γb circulation of bound vortex m2 s�1

Γtr circulation of trailed vortex m2 s�1

γ pitch angle rad

φ local inflow angle rad

Λ aspect ratio -

ρ density kg m�3

σ solidity ratio -

Ω angular velocity rad s�1

Abbreviations

BEMT blade element momentum theory

BET blade element theory

BVI blade vortex interaction

EVFM extended vortex filament method

FOV field of view

LLT lifting line theory

MT momentum theory

PIV particle image velocimetry

VFM vortex filament method
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FIG 1. Velocity diagram and resulting fluid forces acting

on a blade section in the propeller regime.

1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of a blade tip vortex system in rotor

wakes disrupts the inflow of following blades in close

proximity to the vortex sheet. This interaction between

the concentrated tip vortex and the surface of the fol-

lowing blade causes the blade vortex interaction (BVI)

phenomenon, which represents a major challenge due

to its significant influence on, e.g., rotor noise emis-

sions for rotary wing aircraft in hover conditions or slow

flight [1], respectively accelerated fatigue damage for

wind turbines [2]. To reduce the negative effects asso-

ciated with BVI, new unconventional tip designs are in-

vestigated within the French-German research project

TWIN-HELIX, which aim at splitting up the single tip

vortex into a like-signed vortex pair [3] [4]. While be-

ing convected downstream, the vortex pair ultimately

merges into a single vortex with a widened core radius

and a decreased vorticity peak. Previous experimen-

tal measurements showed an unexpected rapid core

growth prior to the onset of the merging process for

several tip configurations. The physical origin of this

behaviour is found in the presence of centrifugal insta-

bilities, which are triggered when the radial circulation

gradient changes sign with increasing distance from

the vortex centre [5] [6] [7]. Following this approach,

one hypothesis to explain the occurrence of this in-

stability phenomenon is the accumulation of opposite-

signed vorticity in the vicinity of the secondary vortex.

The characteristics of this vorticity sheet behind the

rotor blade are directly affected by the radial circulation

distribution. Therefore, new rotor blades with prede-

fined circulation distributions were required in order to

investigate the effect of the shear layer on the centrifu-

gal instabilities.

To allow not only the design of new rotor concepts but

also the theoretical analysis of existing blade geome-

tries, a novel design methodology was developed.

2. THEORETICAL MODELS ON ROTOR FLOW

The fundamental basis of general rotor theory is given

by the blade element theory (BET), which represents

the decomposition of the three-dimensional blade into

individual blade elements of infinitesimal thickness [8].

This concept enables an idealised planar analysis of

flow velocities and corresponding fluid forces acting

on a blade element. Figure 1 shows the relevant pa-

rameters on an arbitrary blade segment.

If the velocity vector and hence the local angle of in-

cidence (α) and inflow (ϕ) are known at each blade

element, an evaluation and subsequent radial inte-

gration of the sectional normal and tangential force

coefficient quantifies the thrust and torque of the entire

blade. Hence, the determination of the velocity vector

at each blade element constitutes the primary chal-

lenge in the rotor design process.

In analogy to two-dimensional profile theory, the nor-

mal (Cn) and tangential force coefficients (Ct) can be

expressed as a function of the lift (Cl) and drag coeffi-

cients (Cd):

Cn = Cl cosϕ− tCd sinϕ ,(1)

Ct = Cl sinϕ+ tCd cosϕ ,(2)

where the following notation is used to distinguish be-

tween a propeller and a wind turbine regime:

(3) t =

{

+1 propeller regime

−1 wind turbine regime .

The angle of incidence α = t (γ − ϕ) is dependent on

the pitch angle (γ) and the angle of inflow. The latter

may be formulated with regard to the decomposed

velocity vector (see figure 1) as

(4) tanϕ =
U0 + uizR

Ωr + suiθR

,

where the direction of rotation is indicated using

(5) s =

{

+1 negative rotation

−1 positive rotation .

The velocity vector consists of three components: the

free stream velocity (U0) of the rotor flow, the tangen-

tial velocity component (Ωr) and the vortex-induced

velocity (uizR, uiθR). A decomposition of the induced

velocity vector yields the dimensionless quantities

a = t
uizR

U0

,(6)

a′ = −st
uiθR

Ωr
,(7)

namely the axial and tangential induction coefficients∗.

The computation of those velocities demands a wake

model of adequate accuracy [9]. Two approaches

for rotor wake modelling and fluiddynamic coupling

between the wake and the rotor plane are presented

below.

∗The induction coefficients are defined to be predominantly posi-

tive along the blade.
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2.1. Blade element momentum theory (BEMT)

An initial solution strategy to the rotor problem is based

on the principle of linear and angular momentum

conservation in the rotor flow, commonly considered

as momentum theory (MT) and proposed as part of

Glauert’s airscrew theory [10]. This approach provides

a general concept for the coupling of forces exerting

on the rotor plane and the corresponding velocities

in the wake in an annular control volume. Following

Glauert’s assumptions, the induced velocities can be

obtained by equating the formulation of the azimuthally

averaged thrust and torque in MT [8]

dT

dr
= 4πρrU2

0 a(1 + ta) ,(8)

dQ

dr
= 4πρr3ΩU0a

′(1 + ta) ,(9)

and the corresponding formulations for thrust and

torque from BET [8]

dT

dr
=

ρcBU2
0 (1 + ta)2

2 sin2 φ
Cn ,(10)

dQ

dr
=

ρcBU0(1 + ta)Ωr2(1− ta′)

2 sinφ cosφ
Ct .(11)

The combination of MT and BET leads to a closed sys-

tem of equations for the axial and tangential induction

coefficient and is known as blade element momentum

theory (BEMT) [8]:

a =
1

4F sin2 φ
σCn

− t
,(12)

a′ =
1

4F sinφ cosφ
σCt

+ t
,(13)

here, σ = Bc
2πr

defines the solidity ratio. The preceding

equations of the BEMT are applicable to an arbitrary

set of interindependent blade elements. The system of

equations can therefore be solved for a single blade el-

ement without knowledge of another [8]. The assump-

tion of azimuthally averaged and radially independent

quantities is part of the MT as a solution strategy while

representing a significant limitation of the BEMT. This

limitation is evident when considering the difference

between a rotor disc with an infinite and a finite number

of blades [11]. In the latter case, Prandtl [12] demon-

strates a decrease in circulation to zero level at the

rotor blade tip, which stands in contrast to the finite

limit given within BEMT [11]. Hence, the concept of

tip loss was introduced and integrated into the BEMT

model [10] [11]:

(14) F = 2
π
arccos

[

exp

(

−B(R− r)

2r sinφ

)]

.

Start

Initialization

a = a�����, a
′ = a′

�����

Compute inflow angle φ
(eq. 4)

Compute angle of incidence α
[α = t(γ − φ)]

Interpolate Cl(α) and Cd(α)

Compute Cn and Ct

(eq. 1 and eq. 2)

Compute tip loss F
(eq. 14)

Update a and a′

(eq. 12 and eq. 13)

Convergence

criteria

Stop

satisfied

FIG 2. Flowchart of BEMT implementation applying a

fixed point iteration technique.

The general BEMT equation system is nonlinear and

implicit. Thus, a nonlinear solution technique or an

iterative method is compulsive [8]. Figure 2 presents

a flowchart of an exemplary BEMT algorithm, which

uses a fixed point iteration technique and includes the

tip loss factor.

2.2. Vortex filament method (VFM)

Another solution strategy to address the wake influ-

ence on the blade velocity vector is given within the

vortex filament method (VFM), which employs potential

theory as a conceptual basis. In principle, singularities

in the form of potential vortices are introduced to the

flow field, resulting in a local velocity field of finite circu-

lation. The magnitude of vortex-induced circulation is

proportional to the force per unit length perpendicular

to the direction of the free stream velocity, as derived

by Kutta and Joukowsky [13]:

(15) F ′ = ρU0Γb .
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Consequently, potential vortices are used to exert

forces on, e.g., streamlined bodies with sharp trail-

ing edges. These are known to be conform to the

Kutta condition, which states the formation of a bound

circulation (Γb) of sufficient strength to hold the rear

stagnation point at the trailing edge, thus correspond-

ing to physical observations [13].

In a similar manner, the rotor blade may be mathe-

matically represented by a bound vortex of varying

circulation within lifting line theory (LLT), correspond-

ing to the work of Prandtl [12] (see figure 3). According

to Helmholtz’s first and second theorems, vortex lines

are of constant strength and may not end in the fluid

but must form a closed path [13]. Hence, an infinite

number of vortices of strength

(16) Γtr =
dΓb

dr
dr

is shed from the trailing edge and convected down-

stream (see figure 3). In the present case of modelling

rotor flow, it is reasonable to assume a vortex sheet

composed of semi-infinite helical vortex filaments (see

figure 4).

In combination with the formerly explained LLT, the

VFM represents an accurate and computationally in-

expensive method for solving the rotor problem when

compared to results obtained from classical computa-

tional fluid dynamics [14] and experimental data [15].

The VFM comprises various approaches that can be

divided into two categories: free wake models and

prescribed wake models. Referring to a common pre-

scribed wake model for rotor wakes that uses a set

of non-congruent but rigid helices [16], the radially

variable helical pitch (h ) and the angular velocity

(Ω ) in the far wake represent the only degrees of

freedom that need to be determined by relating the far

wake and near wake parameters of the rotor flow (see

figure 4). In analogy to equation 4 for computing the

helical pitch in the rotor plane, a current relation for the

helical pitch in the far wake is given as [17]

h = 2πr tanφ = 2πl ,(17)

tanφ =
U0 + uizR

Ωr + suiθR

,(18)

where the torsional parameter (l) is introduced, and

the angular velocity as well as the helical pitch are

assumed to be the same in near wake and far wake

conditions [17].

The induced velocities of an infinite helical vortex fila-

ment on the lifting line in the rotor plane can be found

by applying an analytical formulation by Hardin [18].

The corresponding induced velocities of a semi-infinite

helical vortex filament are determined by exploiting the

symmetry of an infinite helix with respect to an arbitrary

slicing plane perpendicular to the helical axis, dividing

the helix into two semi-helices, and thus resulting in

an induced velocity half the one obtained by an infinite

helical vortex filament [19]. This leads to:

uizR = 1
2
uiz, resp. uizR = 1

2
uiz, ,(19)

uiθR = 1
2
uiθ, resp. uiθR = 1

2
uiθ, .(20)

The exact analytical formulation found in Hardin [18] is

based on modified Bessel functions. An approximate

expression for infinite helical filaments is proposed by

Okulov [20] in the following form:

suiz, (r, χ)

= +
BΓtr

2πl

{

1

0

}

+
BΓtr

2πl
C0z

[

�(±FB) +
1

B
C1z�(log(1 + FB))

]

,

(21)

uiθ, (r, χ)

= +
BΓtr

2πr
− suiz

l

r
,

(22)

where Γtr refers to the magnitude of circulation of a

helical vortex filament at radius r0, inducing a velocity

�ui at radius r. The upper value in curly braces applies

for the condition r < r0, whereas the lower value

applies for r > r0. FB is defined as [20]
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(23) FB =
1

e∓Bξ−iBχ − 1
,

where eξ is given as [20]

(24) eξ =
r

r0

(

l +
√

l2 + r20

)

exp
(√

l2 + r2/l
)

(

l +
√
l2 + r2

)

exp
(

√

l2 + r20/l
) .

The definitions of the remaining variables are

expressed in the form of Lerbs [21]:

C0z =

(

l2 + r20
l2 + r2

)
1

4

,(25)

C1z =
l

24

[

9r20 + 2l2

(l2 + r20)
3

2

+
3r2 − 2l2

(l2 + r2)
3

2

]

.(26)

To determine the radially variable helical pitch, the

analysis is carried out in the rotor far wake by employ-

ing an infinite helical vortex filament and computing the

azimuthally averaged induced velocities on the basis

of the Hardin formulation [18] given as

uiz(r) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

uiz(r, χ)dχ =
sBΓt

2πl

{

1

0

}

,

(27)

uiθ(r) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

uiθ(r, χ)dχ =
BΓt

2πr

{

0

1

}

.

(28)

The implementation of VFM requires a discretization

of the formerly assumed continuous radial circulation

distribution of the bound vortex (see figure 5). There-

fore, a total of N equally distributed control points are

introduced along the lifting line between the hub radius

r1 and the tip radius rn. Hereafter, the superscript

index number corresponds to the associated control

point index for discretized formulae (see figure 5). A

number of N − 1 helical vortex filaments of strength

(29) Γ
n
tr = Γ

n+1
b − Γ

n
b

Start

Initialization

Γb = Γb, �����, l = l�����

Compute uiz and uiθ

(eq. 21 and eq. 22)

Compute φ and Vrel

(eq. 4)

Compute α and Cl(α)
[α = t(γ − φ)]

Update Γb and l
(eq. 15, eq. 17 and eq. 18)

Convergence

criteria

Stop

satisfied

FIG 6. Flowchart of VFM-LLT implementation applying a

fixed point iteration technique.

are shed from the midpoint of two consecutive control

points at radius rn0 . In its discretized form, the VFM

system of equations is evaluated at each control point.

Hence, it is necessary to define the azimuthally aver-

aged induced velocities for the determination of the

helical pitch (equation 18) at radius rn0 by applying

the arithmetic mean of two consecutive control points.

Iteration is again compulsive to solve the system of

nonlinear and implicit VFM equations. Figure 6 pro-

vides the flowchart of the imlemented VFM in terms

of a lifting line rotor model and a fixed point iteration

technique.

2.3. Extended vortex filament method (EVFM) with

decambering model

A limitation of LLT is present considering the neglected

chordwise expansion of the blade. Taking into account

the existence of vortex-induced velocities perpendic-

ular to the virtual chord line and thus an additional

negative camber of the airfoil, the loading in the tip

blade section is found to be overestimated [22]. A

correction model to the decambering effect applying

thin airfoil theory is proposed by Soerensen et al. [22]

given as

(30) ΔΓb, j =
Δθcj
cosαj

M
∑

k=1

(

wjk − wj, 1

4

)

(cos θk − 1) ,
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where wjk − wj, 1

4

denotes the difference between the

vortex-induced velocity perpendicular to the chord line

at a specified position and the vortex-induced velocity

at the quarter chord line. A number of M evaluation

points following a cosine distribution given as

(31) xk =
c

2
(1− cos θk)

is placed along the chord of the blade at the corre-

sponding angle

(32) θk = π
k − 1

M − 1
, k ∈ [1, M ] .

The exploitation of helical symmetry in equations 19

and 20 limits the determination of the vortex-induced

velocity to the lifting line in the rotor plane within the

conventional VFM model, considering a semi-infinite

helical vortex filament [19]. It is therefore compulsive to

replace the vortex filaments with a helical mesh of poly-

gons, where each polygon edge represents a straight

vortex filament, thus generating a mesh of elementary

vortices [23]. The application of Biot-Savarts law to a

straight vortex filament of finite length yields [24]

(33) u⃗Γtr
(x⃗) =

Γtr

4π

(r1 + r2)(r⃗1 × r⃗2)

r1r2(r1r2 + r⃗1 · r⃗2)
.

In the context of this contribution, the prementioned

model is referred to as extended vortex filament model

(EVFM).

3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The design methodology covers design and off-design

computations that employ a prescribed wake model

within VFM in combination with LLT. The workflow is

presented in figure 7. Prior to the design computation,

flow and rotor geometric parameters, along with the

targeted spanwise circulation distribution, are to be

defined, whereas one geometric parameter remains

unassigned, representing a degree of freedom. In

terms of the geometric parameters, the definition of

the blade geometry in the design process requires

the specification of sectional airfoils, pitch angle, and

chord length. The latter is determined with a VFM in-

verse design method that is presented below. Airfoils

and chord length distribution are specified in advance.

The resulting rotor blade is geometrically and aero-

dynamically twisted. It is not required to provide a

specific airfoil geometry at each blade element since a

seamless blade geometry is obtained by applying an

interpolation method between defined cross sections.

Sectional airfoil data in terms of lift and drag coeffi-

cient is generated utilizing the panel-based method

XFOIL [25] and corrected as proposed by Snel et

al. [26] to account for rotational effects (see section

3.2). Within the process, a lower threshold value of the

Reynolds number of 25 000 is taken into account in the

presented case [27]. Off-design analysis on the basis

of VFM and a hub correction model (see section 3.2)

enables a subsequent investigation on the influence

of the flow parameters.

3.1. VFM inverse design method

To determine the pitch angle corresponding to a prede-

fined radial circulation distribution, a VFM inverse de-

sign method is employed, which is in exact consistency

with the VFM analysis formulation. A superposition of

the azimuthally averaged induced velocities of N − 1
helical vortex filaments at control point n yields the

resulting induced velocities

uiz(r
n) = un

iz =
sB

2π

N−1
∑

i=n

Γ
i
tr

li

∀n ∈ {2, . . . , N − 1} ,
(34)

uiθ(r
n) = un

iθ =
B

2πrn

n−1
∑

i=1

Γ
i
tr

∀n ∈ {2, . . . , N − 1} .
(35)

The boundary values are set to u1
iz, u

N
iz = 0 and

u1
iθ, u

N
iθ = 0. The azimuthally averaged induced veloc-

ity at the origin of a helical vortex filament on the lifting

line at radius rn0 is defined as the arithmetic mean of

two consecutive control points

un
iz,m =

un
iz + un+1

iz

2

=
sB

4π

[

2

[

N−1
∑

i=n

Γ
i
tr

li

]

− Γ
n
tr

ln

]

,

(36)

un
iθ,m =

un
iθ + un+1

iθ

2

=
B

4π

[

(

1

rn
+

1

rn+1

)

[

n−1
∑

i=1

Γ
i
tr

]

+
1

rn+1
Γ

n
tr

]

.

(37)

The far wake helical pitch angle is available as a func-

tion of the induced velocities (equation 18). Insertion

of the respective azimuthally averaged induced veloc-

ities in regard to the symmetry conditions equations

19 and 20 and the definition of the torsional parameter

(equation 17) provides a residual function

(38) Rn(l) = ln − rn0
U0 +

1
2
un
iz,m(l)

Ωrn0 + 1
2
sun

iθ,m

being solely dependent on the torsional parameter vec-

tor (l). The torsional parameter vector is determined by

the application of the Newton-Raphson method based

on a Jacobian matrix of upper triangular form
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FIG 7. Inverse design methodology for rotors.

JR(l) =
∂Ri

∂lj
(l)

=

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

∂R1

∂l1
∂R1

∂l2
. . . ∂R1

∂lN−1

∂R2

∂l2
. . . ∂R2

∂lN−1

. . .
...

∂RN−1

∂lN−1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

(39)

where the partial derivatives are formulated as

(40)
∂Ri

∂lj
(l) = 1− ri0

1
2

∂ui
iz,m

∂lj
(l)

Ωri0 + sui
iθ,m

The problem is solved by iterative evaluation of the Ja-

cobian matrix with respect to the iteration specification

JR(ln)Δln = −R(ln) ,(41)

ln+1 = ln +Δln ,(42)

where the subscript index number corresponds to the

iteration step. Figure 8 illustrates the algorithm.

3.2. Adaptation and correction

The design methodology provides three correction

models to adapt the initially calculated pitch angles

in close proximity to the rotor hub and blade tip. In

the first case, it is addressed that the application of

the VFM inverse design method generally produces a

result that is impractical in the rotor hub and transition

section (see figure 9) due to the required connection

between the blade and the shaft. Further, the method

is sensitive due to the obligatory steep decline of the

spanwise bound circulation in the area of the blade

tip, leading to considerable pitch angle gradients that

are not applicable. The spanwise pitch angle curve is

therefore adapted in the prementioned regions (see

figure 9) based on an extrapolation of the provided

pitch angle in the main blade section.

As a second correction model, a modification to the ro-

tor flow model at the rotor hub is introduced to include

an approximate wall boundary condition. With respect

to this condition, the rotor hub is represented as a con-

tour flow surface in the form of an infinite cylindrical

surface in a potential-theoretical model as proposed

by Kerwin et al. [28]. Hence, the elimination of the

radial component of the velocity perpendicular to the

cylindrical surface is inherent in the definition. The

resulting flow is modelled approximately using image

vortices of magnitude Γtr, 2 = −Γtr, 1 and of identical

helical pitch, referring to the original vortex at the radial

position
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FIG 8. Flowchart of the VFM-LLT inverse design method-

ology.

(43) r2 =
r2
���

r1
.

Here, r��� defines the radius of the rotor hub [28]. The

approximation is valid for sufficiently large helical pitch

values [29]. It has to be noted that the influence of

image-vortex-induced velocities is neglected in equa-

tions 34 and 35 for reasons of a clear presentation of

the method.

A third correction model is available to account for

centrifugal and Coriolis effects. Similarity considera-

tions within the work of Snel et al. [30] demonstrate

an increase in lift with ascending levels of the dimen-

sionless ratio c
r
, respectively, the local solidity ratio of

the blade (σ). A general approach to compensating for

rotational effects is given in the form of

(44) C• rot = C• non−rot + f• (C• pot − C• non−rot)

where • replaces the indices � or � [19]. The coefficient

f• is set as proposed by Lindenburg [31] [32], Du et

al. [33], or Chaviaropoulos et al. [34], alternatively Snel

et al. [26]. With regard to the last-mentioned model,

R

hub transition tip

r���

nTH nTT N

FIG 9. Partitioning of the rotor blade into functional ar-

eas: hub, transition, main, and tip sections.

fl = 3
( c

r

)2

,(45)

fd = 0 ,(46)

are defined derived from an empirical fit [31]. This

model is chosen for all further calculations in the con-

text of this contribution due to its low complexity. The

airfoil performance for large angles of incidence is

approximated on the basis of the flat plate model [19].

4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

To validate the introduced design methodology, two

single-bladed rotors of different aspect ratios (Λ) were

investigated within the propeller regime under con-

stant inflow conditions and at identical tip-chord-based

Reynolds numbers. The design objective in both cases

was to achieve a mainly constant circulation distribu-

tion in spanwise direction. Experiments were carried

out in a closed circuit water tunnel with a test section

that measures 1.5 m in width, 1 m in height, and 6.5 m

in length at an inflow velocity of 0.114 m s�1 thus pre-

venting recirculation regions in the blade tip area in

near-hover conditions.

4.1. Rotor geometry

For the first blade design, the following geometric con-

straints are established: The blade chord is kept con-

stant at 80 mm, and the maximum blade radius is

limited to 240 mm. The second blade design has a

variable chord. It decreases from a maximum length of

85 mm towards a tip chord length of 50 mm. The rotor

radius of the second blade is increased to 260 mm,

thus increasing the blade aspect ratio, which con-

stitutes an improved approximation to the lifting line

model. Figure 10 shows the chord (solid lines) and

the corresponding pitch angles (dashed lines) for both

blade designs. Given the boundary condition of an

identical tip Reynolds number of 120 000 (Re = ΩRc
ν

),

the corresponding rotation rate is set to f1 = 1.00 Hz
and f2 = 1.47Hz, respectively. The pitch angle is deter-

mined by the proposed VFM inverse design method to

meet the design requirement of a mainly constant cir-

culation distribution using a radial discretization of the

rotor blade with 40 blade elements. Hence, improved

lift performance is needed near the rotor hub, and thus,
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TAB 1. Flow and geometric design parameters of both

rotor configurations

Blade I Blade II

R [mm] 240 260

c [mm] 80 85 . . . 50

Λ 3.00 3.80

f [Hz] 1.00 1.47

U0 [m s 1] 0.114 0.114

120 000 120 000
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FIG 10. Comparison of the radial pitch angle and chord

length for both blade designs. The extrapolated

radial pitch angle curve is indicated in black.

in a region of low effective velocities, a low Reynolds

number airfoil (SD7062) is employed, whereas a sym-

metrical airfoil (NACA0012) is utilized in the region of

high effective velocities near the rotor tip. Aerodynamic

twisting along the span of the rotor blade is achieved

by interpolation of cross sections in between the outer

airfoils. Manufacturing of the rotor blades is carried

out using stereolithography in a rapid prototyping pro-

cess. Table 1 provides an overview of the geometric

specifications and experimental conditions used for

both blades. Schematics of the determined blade ge-

ometries are presented in figure 11. The VFM method

was applied in the grey regions, whereas the hub con-

nection and the tip of the blade are characterised by

geometric constraints as outlined in section 3.2. The

corresponding extrapolated radial pitch angle curve is

shown in black in Figure 10.

4.2. PIV measurements

The computation of the spanwise circulation distribu-

tion is accomplished through investigation of the vortex

sheet in a two-dimensional plane close behind the trail-

ing edge, as an investigation in the Trefftz plane is not

possible due to dissipational effects. The vorticity mag-

nitude is obtained as the curl of the two-dimensional

velocity field, where the vorticity component perpen-

(a) Blade I

(b) Blade II

FIG 11. Schematic of the blade geometries obtained by

the VFM inverse design method.

dicular to the prementioned plane represents a scalar

field. The spanwise circulation distribution is subse-

quently determined as the chordwise integral of the

scalar vorticity.

To obtain the velocity field, planar PIV measurements

are performed using phase-triggered recording. A

single camera (Imager sCMOS) with a resolution of

2048x2048 pixels is used for particle image acquisition.

The flow is seeded with cubic polyamide particles of

mean diameter 50 m and a density of 1.016 g cm 3,

which are illuminated by a double-pulsed laser (Quan-

tel Twins Ultra), providing a pulse energy of 120 mJ

at an effective wavelength of 530 nm. In order to

achieve a suitable vector resolution, the dimensions of

the measurement plane are limited to 120x120 mm2.

Consequently, three overlapping fields of view (FOV)

are recorded to capture the complete vortex sheet;

compare figure 12. For each FOV, 400 frames are

recorded to ensure statistical independence. Driven

linear axes are used to precisely position the mea-

suring plane closely behind the trailing edge of the

blade.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obtained experimental data for both configurations

in terms of the spanwise bound circulation distribution

is presented in figure 13. A comparison to the de-

sign specification proves close agreement in the main

blade section, both qualitatively and quantitatively, thus

demonstrating the capability of the proposed method.

It is evident that the agreement is significantly stronger

when compared to the results of the BEMT †.

Significant deviations are observed in close proximity

to the rotor hub and near the blade tip, which are de-

†A conventional BEMT formulation with Prandtl’s tip correc-

tion [12] is used for reference [8]. The convergence of the BEMT

algorithm was improved based on a modified fixed point iterative

method as proposed by Sun et al. [35].
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FIG 12. Position of the 2C-PIV measurement planes with

respect to the rotor.

pendent on the considered blade configuration. In the

case of the first blade, the spanwise circulation distri-

bution is decreasing noticeably towards the blade tip in

comparison to the theoretical prediction, whereas the

spanwise circulation distribution in the second case

is near constant and of predicted magnitude. Regard-

ing the spanwise circulation distribution in the transi-

tion section, discrepancies can be recognised in both

cases, although these are more prominent for Blade II.

Within the scope of the potential theory, important lim-

itations of the proposed VFM design method are as

follows: First, the influence of the vortex sheet rollup

is neglected by applying a prescribed wake model

within the design method and thus disregarding the

self-induced vortex sheet dynamics. Second, wake

contraction is not modelled, as non-congruent but rigid

helices represent the geometry of the vortex filaments.

At last, the chordwise expansion of the rotor blade is

not considered.

5.1. Decambering effect

Since the two configurations differ in their spanwise

chord length distribution and the higher aspect ratio

blade (Blade II) achieves a better representation of

the predefined circulation distribution in the blade tip

section, the chordwise expansion in the rotor plane

may have the dominant influence on the observed de-

viations. In the present case, the VFM design method

overestimates the loading in the proximity of the tip

for both designs, which is in accordance with the find-

ings of Soerensen et al. [22] on the influence of the

chord distribution. To further investigate the case, an

extended VFM approach (EVFM, see section 2.3) is

employed, implementing a decambering correction to

model the influence of chordwise expansion, as the

conventional VFM model is limited to computing in-

duced velocities in the rotor plane.

In the context of the following considerations, it is again

to be noted that the VFM inverse design method is the-

oretically in exact consistency with the VFM analysis

formulation. This statement also applies for the EVFM,

when one assumes infinitesimal axial grid spacing and

an infinite expansion of the grid from the rotor plane in

the axial direction. In practical application, an interpo-

lation method is applied to the pitch angle in the hub,

transition, and tip region in order to gain a coherent

solid body with adequate mechanical resistance, as

specified in section 3.2. The latter leads to slight devi-

ations, which are an order of magnitude smaller than

the effects to be analysed.

The considered EVFM model uses rectangular singu-

larities in a uniform helical mesh grid attached to the

trailing edge, and the grid spacing in the axial direction

is defined to be half the one obtained in the radial di-

rection. The analysis is carried out based on LLT using

a radial discretization of the rotor blade with 40 blade

elements. The grid is generated utilizing the far wake

helical pitch correlation (equation 18), evaluated using

the azimuthally averaged induced velocity formulae

(equation 27 and equation 28). The expansion of the

grid in the axial direction is set to 20 rotations, whereas

the decambering correction is implemented on the ba-

sis of a chord discretization with 25 nodes. In terms of

additional corrections, the presented EVFM model is

consistent with the VFM inverse design method, as the

correction regime presented in section 3.2 is applied.

The results obtained within EVFM with decambering

correction are given in figure 14 in comparison to VFM

analysis and demonstrate a qualitatively closer agree-

ment to the designated circulation distribution for the

higher aspect ratio blade (Blade II). Hence, EVFM

theoretical predictions support the hypothesis that the

different characteristics of the circulation distribution in

the blade tip section are attributed to the decambering

effect.

It should be noted that the preceding considerations

regarding the decambering effect are in principle appli-

cable to BEMT [22]

6. CONCLUSIONS

A design methodology has been developed that en-

ables rotor blade design on the basis of a targeted

radial bound circulation distribution. The methodology

relies on a VFM formulation for rotor wake modelling

in combination with a LLT model of the rotor blade.

Considering this approach, a VFM inverse design al-

gorithm was presented along with a VFM analysis

formulation. The latter was extended to a helical mesh

model to take into account the influence of the chord-

wise expansion of the rotor blade and thus the resulting

decambering effect.

Both propeller and wind turbine regimes were con-

sidered theoretically, while quantitative experimental

validation was carried out on two example reference

propeller configurations using planar PIV. The experi-

mental results are in good agreement with theoretical

predictions; however, deviations occur in the blade

tip section that are differently pronounced and can be

attributed to the decambering influence in the range of

parameters considered. Consequently, it is advisable

to take the decambering correction into account in the

design process.
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FIG 13. Comparison of experimentally obtained and

targeted radial bound circulation distribution.

BEMT results with Prandtl’s tip correction are

given for reference.

The presented methodology is relevant in terms of the

design specification of a certain load distribution and

may be applied in a systematic approach to influence

the vortex structures in the rotor wake.

Contact address:

niklas.pissarski@rwth-aachen.de
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